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Software File Viewer Pro is a highly advanced and user-friendly tool, that enables users to analyze and manage their personal
files and directories, as well as view their content. Superb interface No other application can boast a feature-rich and clean-
looking user interface, comparable to File Viewer Pro. What really makes it stand out from the crowd is its ability to view all
types of media content, as well as images, directories, Zip archives and any other type of content. What's more, this program can
be used for image analysis, content rating, content editing, and more. It is possible to modify all properties, EXIF tags, ID3 tags
and AVI tags of any image and get a detailed summary. Furthermore, this program comes with a built-in feature that allows you
to analyze the properties of all your files, both on the local drive as well as on network servers, and check the various important
aspects of their creation. Quality and efficiency Although the program is quite advanced and versatile, it does not require any
complex or special skills. Once installed, it is relatively easy to use. You are able to view and manage files and directories in a
single window. The interface is extremely clean and user-friendly, thanks to its intuitive design. It also contains all necessary
tabs, such as Summary, Content, Details, Properties, File Menu, Search, File Viewer and Content Viewer. The program uses a
built-in image viewer, while the file browser and editor are also available in its menus. As this software is user-friendly, you will
be able to manage and manipulate virtually all your personal files and directories with ease. It is also possible to view and edit
image files, modify their EXIF tags, ID3 tags and AVI tags, get a detailed file summary, and use many other functions. In
conclusion, File Viewer Pro is a very functional and quality application that comes with a large number of features, and is
capable of performing many tasks at once. Image Converter Deluxe - is a program that lets you change the resolution of image
formats, as well as save them as various graphic formats. Full-featured With Image Converter Deluxe, you can edit and change
the resolution of all image types, as well as convert them into other formats. This program also offers a huge number of options,
and a large number of other functions. Moreover, you can use various image formats, such as BMP, J
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KEYMACRO enables you to create an automatic description of any file from the Windows registry, using a series of created
keys. It also generates keystrokes from a specific key as well as prints a log file. Multi-language interface The software can be
installed in any of the following languages: English, Russian, French, Spanish and Chinese. The interface is extremely user-
friendly and clear. You can create as many new items as you wish. Once you are done, you can create a set of actions,
predefined keystrokes, and even print a detailed log file. Keystrokes can be created with the help of the Notepad editor, and the
creation process is very easy. It can be saved in XML format as well as saved to the registry. It is compatible with Microsoft
Windows and Microsoft Office, and provides very powerful capabilities for both technical and non-technical users. Advantages
The application does not require a network connection to work. The interface is easy to use and the learning curve is minimal.
High performance and minimal impact on the PC’s resources. It is possible to export keystrokes as a batch file. Disadvantages
Some of the menu icons may be slightly confusing. Some of the features are missing and this might leave you quite confused.
The program is not free. File Properties Software Overview Category: Utilities Publisher: 1.7MB Publisher Website: File
Properties Software Overview File Properties Software is a utility that enables you to edit the properties of any type of file and
save them to the hard drive. Bundled with many options and a good response time The installation process is a piece of cake,
and after you wrap it up, you are greeted by a pretty intricate and confusing interface. It contains all available options and a lot
of details, buttons, panels and drop-down menus. This means that novice users might have a few difficulties when trying to find
their way around it. Moreover, there are no Help contents provided. File Properties Software uses the built-in file browser, as
well as the “drag and drop” function. All uploaded documents are displayed in the main window along with full path, created
and modified time, and attribute. Modify file date time, attributes, document summary and, if any, EXIF data, ID3 tags and
AVI properties. Once you are done configuring all this data, you can apply them to the files, as well as 1d6a3396d6
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What's New in the?

The Trakonsoft File Property Editoris a set of tools designed to edit the data stored in any type of file and save it. This software
was specifically developed to cope with the data and properties of Portable Document Format files. All properties available in
the program are divided into a number of categories such as Date/Time, Size, File Type, Flags, Comments, etc. Each category
includes a set of properties (one-click, drag-and-drop, right-click), which you can modify directly on the file or inside the
program. With the help of the easy-to-use interface, novice users can edit almost all properties and keep tabs on the ones they
want to. Not only that, but it also includes a number of useful tools such as Tabbed interface, Table of Contents, Auto-selection,
Quick Start Guide, etc. and a Help window. Several options in File Property Editor are activated by the mouse or by using
hotkeys. The program can save the edited data in various formats including XLS, HTML, CAB, ZIP, etc. The program is
extremely efficient in terms of CPU and memory usage. Therefore, you can use it alongside other programs without
encountering any difficulties. Convoluted interface The installation process is a piece of cake, and after you wrap it up, you are
greeted by a pretty intricate and confusing interface. It contains all available options and a lot of details, buttons, panels and drop-
down menus. This means that novice users might have a few difficulties when trying to find their way around it. Moreover,
there are no Help contents provided. Modify properties, apply and save them, without burdening the PC’s performance The
utility enables you to upload items and entire directories, using the built-in file browsers, as well as the “drag and drop” function.
All uploaded documents are displayed in the main window along with full path, created and modified time, and attribute. It is
possible to change file date time, attributes, document summary and, if any, EXIF data, ID3 tags and AVI properties. Once you
are done configuring all this data, you can apply them to the files, as well as save them to the hard drive, in an XML or CSV
format. CPU and memory usage is minimal and therefore, the machine’s performance is not going to be hampered, and you can
use this program alongside others, without encountering difficulties. Conclusion To sum up, File Property Editor is a versatile
piece of software, which has a fair set of options, but is a bit convoluted in terms of its interface. File Property Editor
Description: Are you looking for a tool that can speed up your Internet browsing? What if I were to tell you that your search is
over? The application, i-LOOP, is
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System Requirements For File Property Edit Pro:

- Windows 10 - DirectX 11 - 2 GB RAM - 15 GB available hard disk space - OpenGL 3.3 compatible graphics card - 512 MB
minimum video RAM - Dual-core or quad-core CPU - OS: Windows 7/8/10. - DirectX 11 compatible graphics card, such as
ATI Radeon HD 7900 series or Nvidia GeForce GTX 560 series. - CPU: Dual-core or quad-
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